
NHK STRL developed a two-beam blue-violet
optical head for high-speed phase change
optical disks that can operate at a bit rate of

200 Mbps (Mega bits per second). The high data
transfer rate was achieved by writing on, or reading
out from, two tracks on an optical disk by means of
two laser beams. 

The head was developed for an optical disk
camera recorder for HDTV news gathering. The
required recording rate in this case is approximately
200 Mbps. At present, however, the recording rate of
optical disk systems is only about 100 Mbps. 

An optical disk drive with a total record rate of 200
Mbps for a high-definition television optical disk
camera is possible if one uses the parallel write and
readout method with two or more laser beams. Our
head works as follows; two beams radiated from two
blue-violet laser diodes are optically combined, and
focused on the two tracks with a single objective lens.

The cross talk caused by light leaking from one
beam to another in the readout process poses a
serious problem. In the developed optical head, since
the head system optically dissociates the two laser
beams by changing their polarizing angle and they
are detected with separate photodiodes, light leakage
can be significantly reduced. Figure 1 shows the two-
beam blue-violet optical head and the experimental
readout 200-Mbps (100 Mbps 2) waveforms from
the phase-change optical disk. As can be seen in the
figure, a good readout waveform was obtained. 

A greater high-speed readout and write capability
will be needed if the application fields of optical disks
are to be extended to the broadcasting station for
purposes such as non-linear editing, high- speed
dubbing, and so on. For this reason, further research
aimed at improving the optical disk's parallel write
and readout technology, by using two or more laser
beams, will be necessary. 

Two-beam Blue-violet Optical Head

Figure 1: Two-beam blue-violet optical head and readout waveforms (100Mbps 2) with this head
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